wästberg w 171 alma

Product Information

The starting point for w 171 alma is a circle of soft sine waves diffusing light.
The shape is based on a rotated sine wave, where light and shadow create
a readily recognisable character. The lamp doubles as a solitary, for example
freely suspended above a table, and in a group in a larger room – where it
can create a pattern of floating points of light, like a ceiling of lights.
The light image of concentric circles can be varied depending on the choice
of light source in the E27 socket. The soft and reduced shape creates a
pleasant atmosphere and lends a sculptural feeling, even in daylight, when the
satin matte finish and colour of the surface emerges. With its slim silhouette,
w 171 alma can be mounted directly onto the ceiling or wall, or suspended.
This makes it easy to adjust the light to the requirement of the situation.
Design: Tham & Videgård
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Varied light

The experience of the light can be varied depending on the choice of light
source in the E27 socket.

Sculptural feeling

The soft and reduced shape creates a pleasant atmosphere and lends a
sculptural feeling, even in daylight.

Multiple mounting options

Ceiling, wall or suspended.

Single or in a group

The lamp can be used as a solitary or in a group, even like a ceiling of lights.

w 171 alma Features
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Product name

w171 alma s

w171 alma c/w

w171 alma w
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Model

Pendant lamp

Ceiling lamp/Wall lamp

Wall lamp

Mounting

Ceiling rose included

Mounting plate included

Mounting plate included

Material

Aluminium

Aluminium

Aluminium

Cord length

300 cm

N/A

300 cm

Light source

1 x E27 socket — light source included

1 x E27 socket — light source included

1 x E27 socket — light source included

Watt

Max 40 W

Max 40 W

Max 40 W

Lumen

N/A

N/A

N/A

Lumen/W

N/A

N/A

N/A

Colour temperature

N/A

N/A

N/A

CRI

N/A

N/A

N/A

Light source life
expectancy

N/A

N/A

N/A

Light control

Dimmable

Dimmable

Dimmable

Energy class

N/A

N/A

N/A

Packaging dimensions

L80 x W78 x H15 cm (0.09 m3)

L80 x W78 x H15 cm (0.09 m3)

L80 x W78 x H15 cm (0.09 m3)

Packaging weight

4 kg

4,5 kg

4,5 kg

Colour

EAN code

Art. no.

Colour

EAN code

Art. no.

Colour

EAN code

Art. no.

Signal white

7330492007953

171S19003

Signal white

7330492007939

171C/W
19003

Signal white

7330492007977

171W19003

Grey white

7330492007946

171S19002

Grey white

7330492007922

171C/W
19002

Grey white

7330492007960

171W19002
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Wästberg is a Swedish lighting company aimed at bringing back
light to human proximity, by restoring the private spheres man
has been deprived of during decades of misguided pursuit of
efficiency and standardisation. The universally acclaimed lamps
are created in close collaboration with some of the world’s most
renowned architects, designers and lighting experts, and have
earned prestigious awards for their combination of aesthetics,
cutting-edge technology and resource conservation.

Wästberg
Box 22266
250 24 Helsingborg
Sweden

wästberg
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